
Box liners info doc
We are changing the way we deliver hot 

and chilled foods.



City Pantry part of

What are box liners?
Box liners are single use cardboard boxes used to transport food 
orders from your kitchen to the customer.

Carrier box Box liner



● Made from recycled cardboard

● Holds 25 box liners

● Size: 85.5 x 39.3 x 56.5 cm

● Weight: 23.3 kg

Carrier Box



● Made from recycled cardboard

● Holds approx 20 portions of food

● Size: 54 x 31 x 18 cm

● Max load capacity: 15 kg

● We carried out temperature tests to determine 
heat loss of the food inside the box liner as well 
as inside of the thermobox. There was no 
statistical significance to determine that 
thermoboxes retain heat better than box liners 
within a 2-hour period.

Box liner



Why the change?

Food safety

Sustainability

Eliminates risk of cross-contamination and reduces external 
interaction with your food during delivery.

Performance

Logistics We’re simplifying our logistics to focus on getting you more 
orders and delivering your food on-time

Reduces the number of return journeys to collect thermoboxes, 
which reduces the amount of carbon emissions per driver.

Fulfil more orders without worrying about available 
thermoboxes 



● Information to include on each box:

○ Order number

○ Box #x/y

○ Tick the small box on the side of the box 
liner that includes the order checklist

● Tamper proof: apply your own label to seal the 

box 

● Capacity: 15kg

Please do not overload the box liner.

Box liner instructions



● If you’re including hot and temperature 

controlled food (e.g. sushi with ice packs), you 

must use box liners.

● Box liners are appropriate for ambient food 

delivery

● When packing the boxes, the lids must be able 

to close. If you cannot close and seal the lid, 

please separate into two box liners.

Box liner instructions



How to buy box liners

Order online from our Vendor Partner 

Shop

Bundles of 25 box liners

Discount on your first box liner order - 

enter your discount code at checkout. 

This discount code is included in your 

email. 

Free delivery until Jan 2021

http://shop.partner.citypantry.com
http://shop.partner.citypantry.com


Cost breakdown
How much will it cost you?

City Pantry pays You pay

Each box liner bundle costs £19.20



Hear from our partners

Using the boxes liners is more practical - they’re lighter and smaller, 
so easier to carry. The addition of a handle is a great improvement 
and makes it much easier for the driver. We’ll be using them for cold 
and ambient food, as well as all the hot food we make. We strongly 
recommend the box liners to other vendors! - Kammoon

“ “
At first, our restaurant team worried that the box liners would be 
wasteful, but then we learned that they go towards reducing CO2 
emissions by cutting out unnecessary return journeys, so it’s a 
positive step. LEON boxes fit snugly into the box liner and it reduces 
the chance of spillages. - LEON

“ “

Feedback following our box liner trials



To find out more information about our 
new box liners, please visit our FAQs

Vendor Partner FAQs

https://vendorfaq.citypantry.com/6588-box-liners

